taxonomic and functional composition of the microbiome, it suffers from higher characteristics of the tree (topology, branch lengths, etc) and emphasize different features. 143 The RF distance is defined on topologies, i.e. trees without branch lengths, 144 and based on elementary operations: branch contraction and branch expansion. 145 A branch contraction step creates a polytomy in the tree by shrinking a branch 146 and merging its two ending nodes whereas a branch expansion step resolves a 147 polytomy by adding a branch to the tree. For any pair of trees, it is possible to 148 turn one tree into the other using only elementary operations. The RF distance 149 is the smallest number of operations required to do so. Note that the RF distance 150 gives the same importance to all branches, no matter how short or long. 151 The BHV distance is defined on trees and accounts for both topology and 152 branch length. It is based on an embedding of tree into a treespace with a 153 complex geometry. All trees with the same topology are mapped to the same 154 orthant, and hyperplanes share a common boundary if and only if they are at RF-155 distance 2 (one contraction and one expansion step away). For any pair of trees, 156 there is a path in treespace between those two trees. The BHV distance is the µ ∼ N m γ1 m , τ 2 C ρ where µ captures the effect size of each taxa. The maximum a posteriori estimator µ * of µ is given by Hierarchical FDR (hFDR) considers a different framework where differential 208 abundance can be tested not only for a single taxa but also for groups of taxa, 209 corresponding to inner nodes or clades of the tree. hFDR uses a top-down 210 approach: tests are performed sequentially and only for nodes whose parent node 211 were previously rejected. Formally, the procedure is described in Algorithm 1.
212
Let ch(N ) be the children of a node N , L the leaves of the tree, D the set 213 of rejected nodes (discoveries), S the stack of nodes whose children are yet to 214 be tested and BH α (F ) the discoveries within family F when testing with a 215 Benjamini-Hochberg procedure at level α.
216
Algorithm 1 Hierarchical FDR 1973) for settings with three or more groups.
230
In contrast, the hFDR procedure is only available for one-way ANOVA on 231 the groups, and corresponding F -test, and does not correct for differences in 232 sequencing depths. Moreover, we noticed that the global FDR control was off 233 by the corrective factor of 1.44 in Equation (1). We corrected the output of 234 structSSI to use the correct FDR values in our analyses. Hochberg (BH), taxonomy, correlation tree, random taxonomy and random 268 correlation tree. BH is our baseline and the random trees are here to evaluate the 269 impact of uninformative trees, with different granularity levels, on the procedure.
270
We evaluated hFDR by comparing the results obtained using either the 271 taxonomy or the correlation tree in several datasets.
272

Datasets 273
We used seven different datasets for the experimental part (see Table 1 for 274 a summary). One was used to study the difference between correlation and 275 phylogenetic trees, one to assess the impact of three choice tree choice on 276 difference abundance testing, three for both and the last two to generate synthetic 277 datasets as described previously. All datasets used in this study are available on 278 the github repository github.com/abichat/correlationtree analysis. in the respective publications. All datasets were aggregated at a given taxanomic 295 level and taxa with a prevalence lower than 5% were filtered out.
296
The fourth one (Chlamidya) was used in Sankaran and Holmes (2014) In all studied datasets, the correlation tree is closer to its bootstrap replicates 321 than to either the taxonomy or the randomized trees (Fig. 3, top row) . The 322 differences are statistically significant (p < 10 −16 , one-way ANOVA with Tukey's 323 HSD post-hoc test).
324
Similarly, the PCoA results (Fig. 3, bottom region of the correlation tree, nor closer to it than a randomized tree.
332
The only exception is the Chlamydiae dataset, where the phylogeny is within 333 the confidence region of the correlation (Sup. Fig. S1 ). Note however that this 334 Figure 3 BHV distances between various trees for three datasets: Ravel (left), Zeller (center) and Chaillou (right). Top row: violinplots and notched boxplots of distances to the correlation tree. The distance between taxonomy (or phylogeny) and correlation is indicated by the red line. Bottom row: PCoA projection of all distances on the principal plane. The correlation tree is in purple ( ), taxonomy (or phylogeny) in red ( ), boostraped trees in blue, random correlation trees and random taxonomies (or phylogenies) in green and orange respectively.
dataset is very small (26 samples) and has many taxa with low abundances, 335 resulting in an extremely large confidence region for the correlation tree. It is also 336 the only one that covers environments ranging from stool to soil and freshwater 337 and thus, for which ecological niche and taxonomy may overlap (Philippot et al.,
.
339
In light of these results, we find that the phylogeny is different from the 340 correlation tree, especially when focusing on a single biome. In other words, 341 taxa with similar abundance profiles are not clustered in the phylogeny and 342 the phylogeny may therefore not be a good proxy to find groups of diffentially 343 abundant taxa.
344
Similar results are observed when using RF distance instead of BHV distance 345 (Sup. Fig. S2 ).
Figure 4
Average absolute difference between z-scores before and after smoothing. In most simulations, smoothing only marginally changes the results.
It is clear from these results that using a tree reflecting the true data structure, 401 such as the correlation tree, does not increase the number of discoveries but does Parametric simulations showed exactly the same patterns as non-parametric 407 ones. Z-scores smoothing was limited in most replicates and almost always null 408 when using the correlation tree (Supp. Fig. S3 ). BH was the only procedure 409 with a nominal FDR below the target rate of 5% in all settings and all trees 410 led to nominal above the threshold when the proportion of differential taxa was 411 low (Supp. Fig. S4, bottom row) . Finally, BH had the highest TPR among all 412 methods (Supp. Fig. S4, top row) .
413
The results differed from the non-parametric ones in one important aspect: all 414 methods had low TPR, below 0.15, whereas they achieve TPR higher than 0.85 additional OTUs, at a comparable global FDR of α = 0.324.
431
Abundance boxplots of these three additional OTUs (Fig. 6 , insets E and 432 F) show that these OTUs are much more abundant in soil samples and almost 433 specific to that environment, validating their differentially abundant status. In 434 that example, the correlation tree reflected the structure of the data better than 435 the phylogeny and increases the power at no cost to the nominal FDR.
436 Fig. 6 shows the location of evidences (e = − log 10 (p)) and differential OTUs 437 on both the phylogeny and correlation trees. OTU 547579, highlighted with a 438 red star, is one the three additional OTUs. It was not tested with the phylogeny 439 because it is the only differential taxa in its clade (panel B) and its top-most 440 ancestor was not rejected. In contrast, it belongs in the correlation tree to a 441 group of soil-specific taxa and the hierarchical procedures sequentially rejected 442 all its ancestors so that it was also tested and rejected.
443
With this top-down approach, the correlation tree is a better candidate 444 hierarchy than the phylogeny. Indeed, the signals of differential OTUs can be 445 averaged out with noise and/or conflicting signal in the phylogeny, they are 446 pooled together in the correlation tree. This makes it easier to reject high level 447 internal nodes and descend the tree toward differential OTUs.
448
It should be noted however that the a posteriori global FDR is quite high at 
